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Abstract In this paper, we propose a novel method to complete the images or textures with the property of low rank. Our
method leverages saliency detection with two entropy features to estimate initial corrupted regions. Then an iterative
optimization model for low-rank and sparse errors recovery
is designed to complete the corrupted images. Our iterative
model can improve the initial corrupted regions and generate
accurate and continuous corrupted regions via fully connected CRFs. By introducing a F-norm term in our model
to absorb small noise, we can generate completed images
which are more precise and have lower rank. Experiments
indicate that our method introduces less local distortions than
example-based methods for images with regular structures.
It is also superior to the previous low-rank image completion method especially when the images contain low-rank
corrupted regions. Furthermore, we show that the entropy
features benefit the existing saliency detection methods too.
Keywords Image completion · Low rank · Small noise ·
Entropy features
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1 Introduction
In recent years, image completion has been a valuable but difficult task in image processing and computer vision. Given
an image with missing parts or corrupted regions, the goal
is to generate the missing pixel values while ensuring the
completed results visually reasonable. Generally, it is an
extremely ill-conditioned problem and a well-defined unique
solution is not ensured by the statement of the problem.
Although it is hard to get an accurate solution for image
completion, an approximate solution can be obtained. If the
outcome is statistically or structurally consistent in some
sense, human cannot perceive errors. It means that filling
corrupted regions should follow the similar statistical and
geometric structures in the known regions. What is more,
the boundaries of corrupted regions should be continuous
both in structures and textures. Based on these assumptions and restrictions, many methods have been proposed
to repair different kinds of images. The algorithms [1,3,4]
are proposed first to repair small corrupted regions. Those
methods are based on partial derivation equation (PED) with
the root in the Navier–Stokes equation in fluid dynamics.
Example-based methods [5–8,11,12,15,17,18] can handle
lager missing regions for general images. However, they tend
to fail to complete the images with regular structures such as
doors and windows. Lots of distortions will appear as shown
in Fig. 1c, which is the result generated by Image Melding
[7].
Besides these problems, users have to specify all the corrupted regions by hand for most of the approaches. Motivated
by the observation that many images of man-made environment, such as facades, have very low intrinsic dimensionality,
Liang et al. [14] obtain continuous corrupted regions and regular completed images simultaneously via iterative low-rank
optimization model. Although the algorithm handles the dis-
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Fig. 1 Image completion results of different methods. a Input image. b, c Manual annotation regions and the result of image melding [7]. d Result
of Liang et al [14]. e Our result. d, e the upper-left corner figure shows the estimated corrupted regions

Fig. 2 Intensity entropy feature. a Input image with superpixel segmentation. b Specified superpixels. c Grayscale histogram and corresponding intensity entropies. d Intensity entropy map

tortion in image completion generally, well, we find that the
images with low-rank corrupted regions may lead to unfaithful completion, see Fig. 1d. Here, the low-rank corrupted
regions are defined as regions that are represented by lowdimensional information. Small noise also affects its result,
and large noise will collapse it.
To deal with the above problems, we improve the lowrank-based image completion method. The assumption of
low rank is not enough to detect low-rank corrupted regions,
as illustrated in Fig. 1d. We observe that the complexity
of corrupted regions and other regions is different in most
cases. Color entropy and gradient entropy can be used to
measure the complexity of a region. Figure 2 shows the
intensity entropy of specified superpixels belonging to cor-
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rupted regions, uncorrupted regions and their intersection
regions. The gradient entropy is similar. We employ the manifold ranking-based image saliency detection method [19]
incorporating the intensity and gradient entropies to estimate
initial corrupted regions. As shown in Fig. 1e, we generate more precise corrupted regions and a perfectly low-rank
solution. We also introduce a small perturbation term to separate small noise, so the iteration model has stronger ability
to resist noise and the estimation of corrupted regions is
more precise. For obtaining continuous and smooth corrupted
regions, we use the fully connected CRFs algorithm [13]
which is faster and more accurate than the classical CRFs
methods. In addition, we observe that using the entropy features, we can get better saliency results for some images who
have similar background and foreground colors but different
structure complexity.
We evaluate the proposed approach and compare it with
some state-of-the-art approaches. Our results demonstrate
that making use of initial estimation of corrupted regions and
the noise term leads to more precise estimation of corrupted
regions and more faithful completed images. Figure 1 shows
the power of our approach. The contributions of our work
are:

– Low-rank-based image completion methods usually fail
to recover low-rank corruptions. Intensity and gradient
entropies are designed to overcome the problem by a
faithful estimation of initial corrupted regions.
– A noise term is introduced to the original optimization
model to make the algorithm more robust.
– A fully connected CRFs model is employed to estimate
smooth and continuous corrupted regions. More precise
corrupted regions can be generated by its approximation
algorithm with less running time than the classical CRFs
methods.
– The entropy features are also useful to saliency detection.
Incorporating these two features, more accurate saliency
maps are generated for the images with similar background and foreground colors.
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Fig. 3 Iterative process of our method. a Input image D. b Initial corrupted regions estimation through our saliency detection. c, f Low-rank image
after the first and second iteration. d, g Sparse error after the first and second iteration. e, h Continuous corrupted regions after the first and second
iteration

2 Related work
Image completion, a core issue in computer vision, has
been made much progress in recent years, and many
kinds of methods have been proposed. In this section, we
review some typical methods for image completion. Image
completion technology can be roughly divided into two
broad categories, namely example-based and PDE-based
methods.
The PDE-based methods use generative parametric models. This kind of methods only fills small or narrow holes
via smooth propagating the adjacent structures. According
to the boundary conditions, they estimate the missing pixels.
Bertalmio et al. [3] first use PDE-based method to paint the
images and then Ballester et al. [1] and Bertalmio et al. [4]
extend this technology. This technology is only suitable for
relatively small, smooth and non-textured regions, which is
called image inpainting. In the case of large missing region
and rich texture consisting, this type of methods is less effective.
Compared with PDE-based methods, example-based
methods are based on texture synthesis technology [9,10].
This type of methods fills the missing regions using the
patches in the known regions, so it can recover the structures
of images in large missing regions, which is called image
completion. It is first proposed by Bertalmio et al. [4]. This
method [4] combines image inpainting with texture synthesis
by decomposing an image into the sum of two components.
Criminisi et al. [6] propose a new method that fills the missing
regions according to the repairing order of the missing region
boundary pixels. Then a fragment-based algorithm [8] is proposed, which uses the adaptive image fragments (circular
patch) selected from the most similar and frequent examples
to fill the corrupted regions. Recently, the image completion
methods have been categorized into two classes. The first
one is EM-like method. This kind of methods optimizes the
completion process and the PatchMatch technology [2] can
enhance efficiency and quality. The classic method is image
melding [7], which is inspired by [18]. The second one is
MRF method, which is a global optimization method, and
the labels are the known regions patches or the shift of image
patches. The key is to ensure that the missing regions are
continuous and their edges are consistent. Huang et al. [17]

use the patches as labels; the relative shift of every pixel is
used as labels in [15].
Now some structures priors are used to image completion. He et al. [11] compute the statistics of patch offsets
and leverage the statistics as a restriction in both MRF
model and EM-like model. The statistics remain the image
self-similarities and reduce the structure deformation in the
completed regions. Huang et al. [12] detect the planar surfaces and regularity in the known regions and use these as
guidance for image completing. The method is useful for the
class of images with regular or near-regular structures. Lowrank assumption also is introduced by Liang et al. [14]. In our
work, we also consider that the images can be represented
via some low-dimensional information. What is more, the
different complexity of missing and known regions is also
considered to estimate the initial corrupted regions. Hence,
we can handle low-rank corrupted regions while Liang et al.
[14] do not.

3 Algorithm
For completing the images with large block of low-rank
corrupted, we first leverage saliency detection methods to
estimate initial corrupted regions and two entropy features
are used. See Sect. 3.1 for more details. In Sect. 3.2, we
present our optimization model, and then in Sect. 3.3 a simple instruction about support generation is given. Figure 3
shows a typical process of our algorithm and it converges in
two or three iterations generally.
3.1 Initial corrupted regions estimation with entropy
features
The goal of saliency detection is to identify the important
part of an image. For the class of images with low intrinsic
dimensionality, we think the saliency parts should be corrupted blocks whose color or structure is different from the
low-rank background. Unfortunately, the existing saliency
detection methods tend to fail to achieve this aim because
of the use of only a single color feature. Figure 4b shows a
failure example produced by saliency detection method proposed by Yang et al. [19]. In Fig. 4c, d, we also display some
failure examples of classical texture detection methods such
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Fig. 4 Several failure examples of initial corrupted regions estimation.
a Input image. b The result of saliency detection without entropy feature.
c LBP feature detection. d Co-occurrence matrix feature detection

as LBP texture detection method and co-occurrence matrix
texture detection method.
We observe that the structure complexity of corrupted
regions is different from the known regions. We hope to
use some features to measure the character. In texture analysis area, the entropy can depict the complexity of different
textures. Though entropy is a statistical magnitude, it can
distinguish most textures. So we employ image superpixel
entropy as features. Here, we only use image intensity to
compute entropy, so we call this intensity entropy. To extract
entropy features, we first segment image into superpixels
by the SLIC algorithm, as shown in Fig. 2a. In general,
the number of superpixels is M = 400. Then, for each
superpixel (Fig. 2b shows three specified superpixels), the
histograms of gray values and gradient direction are computed, respectively. Here, N bins are used for both gray-level
values and gradient histogram generation, and we empirically
use N = 10 throughout this paper.
After obtaining the histogram of each superpixel, we
calculate the probabilities of the gray values and gradient
directions in each bin and get the entropy features according
to the equation:
E =−

N


Pi · log Pi ,

3.2 The optimization model with a noise term
In this section, we discuss the low-rank model with a small
noise term for the image completion. First, we consider a 2D
image as a matrix D and each pixel value is defined on R.
In practice, the image matrix values are not continuous, and
each value is sampled in a discrete grid in Z2 of size m × n.
Our object is to repair this matrix to generate a new matrix
L, and L is low rank and similar to the original matrix D.
This means the rank of the matrix L denoted by r is far less
than the original matrix size:

(1)

i=1

where Pi denotes the probability calculated from the histograms, and the entropy is ranged from zero to one. Figure 2d
shows a superpixel intensity entropy map. The white parts
represent the complexity parts and the black parts denote the
simple parts, which is in accord with our intuition.
In Fig. 5, we can see more intensity entropy and gradient entropy maps of the images, where white denotes higher
entropy and black means lower entropy for the second and
third rows. It is obvious that the entropy features benefit the distinguishment of different textures and structures.
Here, we import the entropy features to the manifold ranking system [14] to generate saliency maps, and the initial
corrupted regions are estimated by automated thresholding. As shown in Fig. 5, our estimation of these regions is
approximately correct. Then, we can get precise corrupted
regions and other noise via our iteration model in Sect.
3.2.
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Fig. 5 Entropy maps and the perfect estimation of the initial corrupted
regions. Row 1 Input images. Row 2 Color entropy maps. Row 3 Gradient
entropy maps. Row 4 Initial corrupted regions estimated by the intensity
and gradient entropies

r  min{m, n}

(2)

The problem we described above also is equivalent to the
following problem:
min L Rank(L),
s.t. L i j = Di j , ∀(i, j) ∈ Ω̄.

(3)

Here Ω denotes the corrupted regions and Ω̄ is the known
regions. The initial Ω can be estimated via our saliency detection operation. The problem in equation (3) is a NP-hard
problem, but fortunately, it can be converted into a convex
problem under very mild conditions [5]. The above solution
can be obtained via solving:
min L∗ ,
L

s.t. PΩ̄ (L) = PΩ̄ (D),

(4)
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where  · ∗ is nuclear norm of a matrix and PΩ̄ is a linear
operator that restricts the equality only on the entries belong
to Ω̄. The update of Ω is dependent on the corrupted regions,
which are sparse error term separated from the matrix D
actually. So the new optimization problem is presented as
follows:
min L∗ + λS1 ,
L ,E

s.t. PΩ̄ (L + S) = PΩ̄ (D),

(5)

Table 1 Our method compares with the method of Liang et al. [14]. The
rank, precise and running time are shown, and our completed images
have lower rank and are more precise
Fig. 7

Comp
Rank(L)
Liang’s

Precision
Our

Liang’s

Time (s)
Our

Liang’s

Our

Row 1

15

2

5.637

0.542

17.39

22.45

Row 2

113

17

2.782

0.364

25.31

15.24

Row 3

174

13

0.985

0.854

25.32

15.24

Row 4

110

16

2.420

0.669

39.82

39.57

Here, S is the sparse error term, and we use  · 1 to depict
sparse errors.

Row 5

76

8

0.354

0.345

24.55

27.66

Algorithm 1 The solving process of the model

3.3 Continuous corrupted regions generation

Input:
Input Image D ∈ Zm×n , the Ω0 obtained from the saliency detection,
the parameters λ and β, assuming Ω−1 = Ω0 .
Initialization: k = 0 ; L 0 = D ; S0 = 0 ; F0 = 0 ; Y0 = 0 ;
μ0 > 0; ρ > 1.
while Ω̄k − Ω̄k−1 1 >  do
(L k+1 , Sk+1 , Z k+1 ) = LADM-ITER (L k , Sk , Z k );
Update the corrupted regions Ωk+1 via Sk+1 ;
end while
Output: The solutions (L , S, Z , Ω) .

In the image completing iteration process, the continuous Ω
is required. We observe that adopting median filter to the
sparse errors and image binarization are not suitable. More
global information has to be leveraged to estimate continuous
and precise corrupted regions. A highly efficient inference
algorithm [13] for fully connected CRFs model is used, and
the optimization energy function is shown as follows:

The best performance results are in bold

E(X ) =
We find the gross small noise will have bad effect on the
optimization results, as shown in Fig. 8. So we add a noise
term to the model. Zhou et al. [20] prove that the noise term
can ensure to get a low-rank matrix which is simultaneously
stable to small noise and robust to gross sparse errors. The
optimization model is shown as follows:
min L∗ + λS1 + β2 Z 2F ,
L ,E

s.t. PΩ̄ (L + S + Z ) = PΩ̄ (D).

(6)

where Z is a noise term. We use F-norm to measure the small
noise. Then the Ω updating process is done as follows: The
nonzero pixel values of S are used to generate new corrupted
regions. The regions should be continuous, so we employ a
fully connected CRFs method, and we will talk about it in
the next section.
Here, PΩ̄ (X ) presents a matrix composed of 0 and 1,
which multiplies by X point by point. The λ and β are the
parameters of the model, and we set the parameters λ = 0.04
and β = 0.5, respectively. We solve the optimization model
via the linearized alternating direction method (LADM). The
solving process is presented in “Appendix.” This method can
obtain a low-rank repaired image and the corrupted regions
simultaneously. Our method obtains lower rank and more
precise completed images. We show this in Table 1.



ψu (xi ) +

i



ψ p (xi , x j ),

(7)

i< j

where G = (V, E) is a complete graph model on the image
domain, V = {1, 2, . . . , mn} denotes all the pixels on the
image D, E presents the connection of each two pixels in the
image D, xi ∈ X , and X = [0, 1]m×n is the set of labels.
xi = 1 and xi = 0 mean the known pixel and corrupted
pixel, respectively. The first term in the energy function is
computed independently for each pixel by a classifier, and
we use a simple classifier similar to [13]. The second term
of the energy function has the form:
ψ p (xi , x j ) = [xi = x j ]k( f i , f j ),

(8)

where [xi = x j ] means that if xi = x j , the value is 1
and otherwise, the value is 0. This introduces a penalty for
nearby similar pixels that are assigned to different labels.
Here k( f i , f j ) is defined as:


| pi − p j |2
|Ii − I j |2
k( f i , f j ) = ω exp −
−
2
2θα
2θβ2


| pi − p j |2
(2)
+ ω exp −
,
2θγ2



(1)

(9)

where pi and Ii represent the pixel position and the pixel values, respectively. The first term is used to ensure the integrity
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As shown in Algorithm 1, we could iterate between the
optimization model and corrupted regions estimation till convergence. Figure 3 shows the process.

4 The results

Fig. 6 Compared with image melding [7], our method overcomes local
distortions. Column 1 Input image. Columns 2–3 Manual annotation
corrupted regions and the completed images of image melding [7]. Column 4 Our results

In this section, we would like to compare our approach with
image melding [7] and the classical low-rank method [14].
We also draw a comparison between our saliency detection
method and the latest saliency detection approaches [16,19]
to illustrate the benefits of using entropy features.
4.1 Image completion

of the appearance, because nearby pixels with similar color
are likely to be in the same class. And the second term is
used to guarantee for the continuity of area. The degrees of
continuous and precise of the edges are controlled by parameters. Here, we use the fixed parameters, θα = 60, θβ = 20,
θγ = 3, ω(1) = 4, ω(2) = 3.

4.1.1 Comparison with image melding
The image melding [7] requires manually marked corrupted
regions (see pink regions in Fig. 6) as inputs. Even though
it can get continuous results, some distortions are inevitable

Fig. 7 Comparison with Liang et al. [14]. Column 1 Input image. Columns 2–3 The results of Liang et al. [14]. Columns 4–5 Our results
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Fig. 8 Our method is more robust than the method of Liang et al. [14].
From the top row to the bottom row, 5, 10, 15 and 20 % random noises
are introduced, respectively. a Images with random noise. b L of Liang

et al. [14]. c Ω of Liang et al. [14]. d L of our method e Ω of our
method. f Noise term of our method

when the image includes regular structures such as the doors
and windows, which are marked with red dotted circles in
Fig. 6. Here, the choice of patches size (5×5) refers to image
melding [7]. This method collects the average colors of the
overlapping transformed patches. The strategy cannot guarantee that there is no distortion. Our low-rank-based holistic
approach overcomes the problem.

the last row of Fig. 7, the two corrupted regions are not low
rank, and Liang et al. [14] generate a completed image as
faithful as us. But the corrupted regions by our method have
less isolated noise for the noise term introduced in our model.

4.1.2 Comparison with low-rank method
Our method is similar to the Liang et al. [14], where manual
annotation of corrupted regions is unnecessary. We both iterate to obtain the corrupted regions and the completed image.
But the difference is that we first leverage the saliency detection to estimate the initial corruption regions, as shown in
Fig. 5. With the guidance of the initial corruption estimation,
we obtain perfect results even when the corrupted regions
contain low-rank regions, as shown in Fig. 7. In the first and
second rows of Fig. 7, the whole corrupted regions are low
rank. It is almost impossible for the method of Liang et al. [14]
to obtain correct corrupted regions and completed images. In
the third and forth rows of Fig. 7, Liang et al. [14] only find
parts of the corrupted regions which are not low rank. For

4.1.3 Robustness to the small noise
As illustrated in Fig. 8, we add a 5, 10, 15 and 20 % random
noise to the image, respectively, and compare our method
with Liang et al. [14]. Their method fails when 20 % noise
is added to the original image. It is obvious that the F-norm
term helps separate small noise from the original image D,
as shown in Fig. 8f. So the completed images of our method
are more clear and the Ω regions are more precise. These
are also illustrated in Figs. 9 and 10. In addition, using the
F term alleviates the over-correction problem shown in the
bottom row of Fig. 10.
4.1.4 Performance
We use P to measure the performance of the two algorithms:
P=

PΩ̄ (D − L) F · Ω − G F
,
D F

(10)
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Fig. 9 Compared with the method of Liang et al. [14], our method
can obtain a more faithful completion image via combining the F term.
As shown in the red dotted regions, the algorithm of Liang et al. [14]
over-corrects around edges and lost some details, but our method can

overcome the over-correction problem and the F term adds more details
to the completed image. a Input image. b Manual corrupted regions.
c The result of Liang et al. [14]. d Our result: low rank. e Our result:
low-rank + F term

Fig. 10 More results of real images. Column 1 Input images. Column
2 Low-rank results. Column 3 Low-rank + F term

Fig. 11 Faithful completed images are generated, even the initial
corrupted regions have small deviations. a Input image. b Deviated
estimated regions. c Results of corrupted regions. d Completed images

where G denotes the ground truth of real Ω regions. P takes
both the similarity of known regions and precision of estimated corrupted regions into account. If the value of P is
smaller, the algorithm is more precise. We evaluate the results
in the Fig. 7 by the values of P and ranks of the completed
images (see Table 1). It is obvious that our method generates
more precise corrupted regions and completed images with
lower rank. The running time of our method is comparable
with Liang et al. [14], as shown in Table 1.
4.1.5 Robustness to initial corruption estimation
Imprecise estimation of the initial corrupted regions is
unavoidable, but correct corrupted regions and completed
images also can be obtained via our method as long as the
deviation is not large. In Fig. 11b, three kinds of bias initial corrupted regions are given. Precise corrupted regions
and completed images are still produced via our iterative
approach, as shown in Fig. 11 c–d.
4.2 Saliency detection
Leveraging the entropy features, our improved saliency
detection method is superior to previous saliency detection
methods. We compare our saliency detection method to Yang
et al. [19] and Qin et al. [16]. Our method generates more
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faithful saliency maps than the two state-of-the-art methods
for the type of images whose background and foreground
have similar colors, as shown in Fig. 12. This is because the
proposed entropy feature can depict the complexity of the
color distribution in a superpixel and the complexity can be
used to distinguish the different structures. In an image, we
compute the entropy features and colors in each superpixel.
Those features can be used to distinguish the difference of the
superpixels. In Fig. 12, it is obviously that the superpixels in
saliency regions of the images have different structural complexity compared to the superpixels in backgrounds, although
their colors are similar. For example, the duck and zebra
in Fig. 12 have more complex textures than those of background, and the texture of the crystal heart is more simple.
Benefiting from the entropy features, this kind of images can
be handled well.

5 Conclusions
We have shown a robust image completion approach that
repairs the low-rank corrupted images and produces accurate
corrupted regions. It employs the entropy features to estimate
the initial corrupted regions and the F-norm term to reduce
the influence of small noise. Besides, a full-connected CRFs
model and a fast approximation algorithm are employed to
our corrupted regions generation to ensure acquiring cor-
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Fig. 12 The saliency detection results. a Input images. b Yang et al. [19]. c Qin et al. [16]. d Our results. e Ground truth

rect corrupted regions. The entropy features also shows some
advantages in saliency detection.
One limitation of our method is that the completed images
may not be sharp enough for the images with rich details. This
is because that our assumption of the optimization is low
rank and the F-norm term will get some detail information.
We hope to extend our method with image melding [7]. Our
low-rank results can be as used a guidance for image melding
[7], so the distortion may be further reduced. We leave such
work for future investigation.
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Appendix: LADM Algorithm

and

We solve the optimization model via the LADM algorithm.
We first construct the augmented Lagrangian function as follows:
β
Z 2F
2
+ Y, PΩ̄ (L + S + F) − PΩ̄ (D)
μ
+ PΩ̄ (L + S + F) − PΩ̄ (D)2F .
2
(11)

L μ (A, S, Z , Y ) = L∗ + λS1 +

Solving Eq. (11) is equal to solving the following LADM
iteration problem:

β
Z k+1 = arg min Z 2F
Z 2

2

μk 
 L k + Sk + Z − D + 1 Yk 
+

2
μk  F
μk
=
(P (D − L k − Sk ) + Yk ).
β + μk Ω̄
Tη (x) is a soft-thresholding operator defined as:
Tη (x) = sgn(x) · max(x − η)

L ,S,Z

Yk+1 = Yk + μk · PΩ̄ (L + S + Z − D),
μk+1 = ρ · μk ,

(12)

Here, ρ > 1 is a constant value and the value can be
tuned. Here we use the fixed value 1.5 for the whole iterative process.
We now focus on efficiently solving the above iterative
scheme. In general, it is computationally expensive to minimize over all the variables L, S and Z simultaneously [14].
The solutions can be achieved by an alternating minimizing
strategy:
L k+1 = arg min L μk (L , Sk , Z k , Yk ),

(13)

Sk+1 = arg min L μk (L k , S, Z k , Yk ),

(14)

Z k+1 = arg min L μk (L k , Sk , Z , Yk ),

(15)

L
S

Z

So the optimization can be converted to some subproblems
(13), (14) and (15). Those subproblems can be easily solved,
and the solutions are close to the solutions of the original
problem. In turns, we solve (13), (14) and (15) as follows:

L k+1

μk
= arg min L∗ +
L
2
= S 1 (L − Ak ),


2


 L + Sk + Z k − D + 1 Yk 

μk  F
(16)

μk
= arg min λS1 +
S
2
= T λ (S − Bk ),


2


 L k + S + Z k − D + 1 Yk 

μk  F
(17)

μk

and

Sk+1

μk
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(19)

and Sη (X ) is defined as:
Sη (X ) = U Tη (Σ)V T ,

(L k+1 , Sk+1 , Z k+1 ) = arg min L μk (L , S, Z , Yk ),

(18)

(20)

in which U Σ V T is the SVD of X and Tη (·) is used for each
pixel of matrix Σ. The Ak and Bk in the above equations are,
respectively, presented as:
1
Yk ,
μk
λ
Bk = PΩ̄ (L k + Sk + Z k − D) −
Yk .
μk

Ak = PΩ̄ (L k + Sk + Z k − D) −

(21)
(22)
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